EY Scholarship Season 2

Stella Maris College holds the privilege of being the only college in Tamil Nadu to be the recipient of the Ernst and Young scholarship programme. The EY Season 2 was held on 27 January 2015, when 5 shortlisted students presented their projects.

Nikita Wilson, II year B Com, who spoke on Greenacre project was adjudged the winner. She received a trophy and a cash prize of Rs.1 lakh. She is also entitled to take up an internship during the summer holidays for 2 months at EY and later will be absorbed by EY.

The other shortlisted students were Pavithra Hariharan (Begavolution), Medha Kinger (Chess IQ), Lavanya John (Regenerating electronic waste for good) and Soundarya Thiagarajan (Social-Economic Reforming Centre).